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       Believe in yourself, even if you feel like turning back at times. Don't run
away. Little by little you will get closer to achieving your dreams. 
~Yunho

Good appearance doesn't make a real man. The important thing is to
do your best and keep your promises. A real man should show his faith
in actions (rather) than words. 
~Yunho

I think, a secret love is something none of your friends would
understand. And it's like a fairy tale, but more serious. 
~Yunho

For me 'Thank You'. This word has a very deep meaning. 
~Yunho

If I were invisible I'd go to the amusement park~ 
~Yunho

For dreams to come true, it requires diligence. Believing is the most
important thing! 
~Yunho

Once you reach the top of the mountain and you want to climb the next
one, you have to slowly make your way down that first mountain. Trying
to jump from the summit would get you hurt or killed. 
~Yunho

Dwelling in failure won't change anything nor will it create a good
outcome. 
~Yunho

I hope that the members of TVXQ would always continue. Right now,
our friendship is already very strong. But I hope that in the future, it will
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definitely grow even stronger! 
~Yunho

Difficulties can be overcome by not giving up. 
~Yunho

Even when you're feeling dejected, don't avoid the problem, confront it.
That way you'll eventually realize that your dreams are in fact
attainable. 
~Yunho

I think the most important thing about holding a concert is to enjoy the
moment, rather than showing off. 
~Yunho

Even when there are no results. Things you can and can't do. Things
you can and can't win. Even if there's none of that, I'll still try my
hardest. 
~Yunho

I like to keep my curiosity alive and question everything, and because I
hate leaving something undone once I start it, I think far into the future. 
~Yunho

Each member were lead singers from different groups but later we were
put together to make DBSK. 
~Yunho

Instead of physical objects, (in order to have faith in myself) I have my
personal mottos/charms to keep myself motivated and then I smack my
chest. 
~Yunho

I'm usually quite honest about expressing what I feel but there are
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times when I let things pile up inside me and the hurt feelings take over.

~Yunho

I want people to see my unique charm I have in contrast to the other
artists. 
~Yunho

Have confidence. Even if it's a perilous road, one day you will reach
your goal. 
~Yunho

I don't believe in luck. There are things that you have to work hard for. 
~Yunho

From the moment you make a decision, you lock your thoughts in a set
mold. 
~Yunho

There are people who are waiting for me. I can only continue living
when I stand onstage. 
~Yunho

Though people see me in a good light all the time, I turn off my phone
and take time to have a good conversation with myself while enjoying
nature alone when I'm having a hard time. 
~Yunho

I get so much energy to work harder when I meet and greet younger
kids because they like me with such innocent hearts. 
~Yunho

I walk around a lot secretly. Even when I use a car, I park it briefly and
walk. It seems that I still need some time alone to think and sort out
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things myself. 
~Yunho
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